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IRIT RGOFF AND JOANNA RAJKOWSKA 

OR 

GEOGRAPHY, MAPS, NAMING PLACES – BETWEEN THE POWERS, EXCLUSIONS, 

IDEOLOGIES, DEFINES LOGICS AND IDENTITIES 

 
The seminar that brings together professor Irit Rogoff and the artist Joanna 

Rajkowska aspires at giving a space for discussion on contemporary migration, geography, 

maps and present crises over borders as well as their connections to politics and ideological 

tensions.   

The excuse of this is the recent influx of Polish emigration to UK. How can this and other 

similar contemporary migration phenomena in Europe enrich our knowledge of belonging? 

This is probably the most appealing question that lies behind the idea of eMigrating 

Landscapes. 

Instead of traditional approach of historical (also within literary history) analysis of the 

process, the organizers of the event wanted to bring together various ideas on belonging, 

geography of contemporary world and the role of borders in it.  

Irit Rogoff will present her theory of “exhausted geography”, which be followed by 

presentation of artistic projects of Joanna Rajkowska, the Polish artist. This dialogue does 

not aim at answering any questions as about who are the contemporary migrants or 

emigrants, including Poles in UK. On the contrary, it aims at juxtaposing new ideas, theories 

and opinions in order to pose new queries and see the changing quicker than ever, 

contemporary world beyond recognized maps, orders and beyond frequently asked 

questions. In a nutshell, the eMigrating Seminars search for inquiries that have not yet been 

thought rather than giving definite answers.  

Polish writer, Olga Tokarczuk, write in one of her novel that “maps of the world”, the 

external (territorial) and internal (body) maps has been long established.  

Nowa epoka zaczęła się w 1572 roku, choc niestety nikt tego nie zauważył, nie była to żadna 

okrągła rocznica, ani koniec roku, z punktu widzenia numerologii…. Lecz w tym roku ukazały 

się pierwsze rozdziały „De revolutionibus orbium coelestium” Kopernika i całość „De Humani 

corporis fabrica” Vesaliusa.[…] 

Mapy świata, tego wewnetrznego i zewnętrznego, zostały już jednak naszkicowane, raz 

zobaczony porządek naświetlił umysł, wygenerował na nim główne, podstawowe linie i 

płaszczyzny” (Bieguni 2007, 205) 



“A new era began in 1572, although, unfortunately, no one noticed it since it was not a round 

anniversary, or the end of the year, from the point of view of numerology ....  

But this year it was published the first chapters of "De revolutionibus orbium coelestium" by 

Copernicus and the whole "De Humani corporis fabrica" of Vesalius. [...] 

Maps of the world, the internal and the external one, however, have already been outlined, 

and this order, once seen irradiated the mind, generated on the mind the main, basic lines 

and spaces” (Runners 2007, 205) 

Even when the details change, the geographical and body borders always change in relation 

to some previous order. Just like the foreigner will always be from somewhere. It is 

necessary to stand against this way of thinking, according to Irit Rogoff’s “politics of 

criticality”, and even without ready-made solutions expose the hidden assumption of our 

convictions… 

 

These series of seminar would not be possible without help and support of 

many institutions, colleagues and friends. We would like to give our thanks for 

their intellectual and financial support to 

The Director of UCL SSEES, Robin Aizlewood; 

Polish Cultural Institute and its Head of the Literature, Magda Raczyńska; 

UCL European Institute, and the Alex Katsaitis; 

The Centre for the Study of Central Europe at SSEES and Richard Butterwick-

Pawlikowski; 

Off_Press and its director Marek Kaźmierski; 

We thank Bogdan Frymorgen for giving us his photos as the leading photos for 

website, posters and facebook; Christina Fernandez and Siobhan Pipa, Inka 

Roszkowska and Cecylia Pytel for their organizational help; 

We would like to thank all the participants for kindly agreeing to take part in 

this initiative and, last but not least, we thank all friends and supporters,  

 

The organizers of eMigrating Lansdcapes 

 


